
Job Posting 
Director of Development and Community Relations 

Avenue of Life 
 
 
PRIORITY 
 
At Avenue of Life, we unlock potential. We unleash power. We help communities solve their 
most pressing problems.  
 
We change lives – one family at a time. 
 
We are a nonprofit based in Kansas City, Kansas, that is committed to a holistic, innovative 
approach to breaking the cycle of poverty. Our programs lift families up; they move them out of 
homelessness, into steady employment and away from a legacy of poverty. In fewer than three 
years, we leveraged our Collective Impact model to reduce the student homelessness rate in 
Kansas City, Kansas, by more than 50 percent. Now, we want to expand our approach – and our 
success – to help more communities tackle their complex social problems by using Collective 
Impact, which aims for systemic change by bringing together like-thinking groups around a 
common agenda and set of goals.  
 
We’re looking for an innovative, entrepreneurial professional to help expand our work, our 
approach and our impact at the national level.  
 
As our Director of Development, you will play a pivotal role in our growth. You’ll build your own 
team of fiercely passionate development associates who are focused on outcomes and data. 
You’ll start with a successful portfolio, leveraging that to expand our fundraising in new, big and 
exciting ways.  
 
You’ll serve as the face of our future, meeting with area leaders, sharing our story and 
connecting every aspect of the community – from companies to volunteers – to Avenue of Life. 
You’ll contribute to our culture of innovation by sharing our commitment to the Collective 
Impact model of community change. 
 
 Your position will be at the heart of all we do.  
 
 
Responsibilities 

• Create a model of fundraising that takes into consideration Avenue of Life’s 
commitment to Collective Impact, which engages a range of like organizations to 
provide a holistic approach to systemic and effective change. 

• Build a development team that can hit the ground running to meet all revenue goals for 
major gifts, annual giving, capital giving, special events, planned gifts, grant writing, 
special events – and more. 



• Create a culture of donor cultivation and solicitation built on the Avenue of Life story; 
one that honors our clients’ journeys, hard work and commitment to move ahead. 

• Develop an approach to volunteer recruitment and retention that strengthens our 
relationship and position within the community.  

• Oversee Avenue of Life’s marketing plan – built on storytelling – including our digital 
footprint.  

 
Requirements 
 

• You’ll bring seven to 10 years of meaningful development/community outreach 
experience to the role. Your experience will demonstrate a stellar track record of a 
combination of fundraising, relationship building and community outreach.  

• You’ll share in our appreciation of the Collective Impact model and its ability to create 
sustainable social change and life transformation.  

• You’ll have a bias for data. You’ll be known as a strategic thinker who loves to work in a 
culture that is accountable to goals and committed to outcomes.  

• You will prefer working in a culture that values your creative thinking and let’s-get-
moving attitude.  

• You thrive on the challenge and satisfaction of building a team and infrastructure. 

• You will have a history of working ethically and honorably and be recognized as a leader 
in your field. 

• Your education will include a graduate degree or an undergraduate degree with 
significant experience and/or post-graduate training that makes you a consummate 
professional. 

• You will share in our commitment to a collegial, cooperative --- and joyous – work place.  
 
 


